Harvest Term 2019 Curriculum Plan: Year EYFS
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
∑
∑
∑

Our class and our rules for a happy learning
environment
Getting to know each other and playing together
Looking after our classroom

Communication and Language
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Mathematics

Literacy
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Speaking in clearly defined statements
Experimenting with rhyming words
Using talk to share ideas, explore
storylines and narratives
Using sequencing words
Extending our vocabulary

Developing skills for letter formation
Holding a pencil correctly to produce recognisable
letters
Practising writing our names
Writing labels and lists
Understanding the purpose of texts
Learning to recognise, say and write phonemes,
graphemes and their letter names, starting with s a
tpinmdgock

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Recognising and writing numerals to
10.
Reciting numbers to 20
Counting up to 10 objects from a set,
using one to one correspondence and
matching numerals to sets
Counting and ordering numbers to 10
along a line, as well as finding the
missing number
Subitising amounts to 6, and
conserving numbers to 10
Using positional language and the
language of time
Beginning to look at addition and
subtraction

Physical Development
∑
∑

Learning about self-care and hygiene
Dressing for the weather with increasing
independence
Dough disco, Finger Gym and Writedance

∑
∑
NCFC Community Sports Foundation: Multi-skills.

Understanding the World
We will be exploring The Romans! We will look into
archaeology and what life in Roman times was like.
We will learn about Roman clothing, diet, past times,
architecture and myths.
We will also begin learning how to use the technology
in our classroom safely and effectively.

Educational Visits and Events
The Romans in Britain Day – visit to Norwich Castle
Museum Roman Gallery followed by Roman food
tasting at school.

Expressive Arts and Design
∑
∑
∑
∑

Enjoying songs and ring games
Exploring rhythm and moving to music
Role play
Exploring preferences for forms of expression and
using a variety of media, materials and tools

Personal Learning Activities
EYFS: Computing, Textile Creations, The World
of Fairy Tales, Construction Challenge.

Music
Famous Composers
Listening to and appreciating music from a range of
different composers and different periods in history.

